District Leadership Instructional Team

Agenda

August 17, 2020

10:30 – 12:30 pm – Google Virtual Meeting

The Hyde Park Central School District empowers our community to strive for excellence and embrace the opportunities of our globally connected world.

• Welcome

• Discussion of a survey for all teachers on SEL curriculum currently in use

• Create a process for all staff to see SEL options presented, and provide input on which programs to systematize, utilizing the criteria we developed at DLT last year

• Process might include a committee similar to the phonics adoption process to develop criteria for SEL curriculum, SCD or TT Day for presentations and we collect preferences from all staff

• SEL curricula options beyond what we have:
  o ReThink
  o RULER (Yale)
  o Positivity Project
  o Mental health screening tool: BIMAS

• Opening Day SEL Presentation September 8: Thoughts?